
SPRING 2024



Lush with prints and sumptuous textures, the Spring 2024 collection celebrates 
Matouk’s unique savoir-faire with an array of new and artfully remixed pieces.

Our Luca percale is adorned with Schumacher’s vivid prints across bedding, 
pajamas, shower curtains, and tissue box covers; from Catarina’s hand block-
inspired motif and Levi’s more clean-cut graphic style, to the bohemian spirit of 
Granada’s floral pomegranate print. The new Jasper style features a signature 
Matouk shagreen print on sateen in a refreshing palette of greens, greys, 
pinks, and blues.  

New arrivals expand the collection in thoughtful ways. Pajamas make getting 
ready for bed just as great as getting into bed, taking all the comfort and 
exquisite quality of our Luca, Milano, and Nocturne sheeting to create the 
ultimate nightwear. Our new coverlets, highlight pieces for spring, are crafted 
in a range of qualities that showcase their versatility; both a cool single layer 
for warm nights and a crisp addition to the bed all year round. New Camilla and 
Louise piques add scalloping and appliqué to a lightweight triangle-textured 
weave, while the yarn-dyed Malibu coverlet exudes a cool, West Coast 
aesthetic. The Milano quilt and Lowell matelassé rework existing core qualities 
and embellishments to create new modern classics. 

Beach styles infuse the upcoming summer season with a bold, playful mood. 
The elegantly striped Como 360 towel offers multiple uses as a wrap, blanket, 
throw, or table linen. Perfect for the pool, the Neptune and Helios towels in 
Cairo terry provide rich absorbency with a fun scallop or straight appliqué 
edge. The screen printed Seahorse towel combines craft, character, and 
breathtaking colour. 



Camilla Pique

This new pique style features a small-scale triangular weave that 
brings a wonderfully soft hand-feel to coverlets, shams, and 

more. Crafted in pure cotton with a fresh take on our signature 
scalloped edge, this style is perfect for customization—add a 

personal touch with our bespoke monogramming service. 

Colors: Dune, Light Blue, Palm, Pink, White
Available in duvet covers, coverlets, shams, bed skirts, and shower curtains.



Catarina

Colors: Dune, Hazy Blue 
Available in sheeting, duvet covers, pillow cases, shams, shower curtains, and 

tissue box covers.

A small-scale, delicately faded quatrefoil motif from 
Schumacher’s fabric archive comes to life across our 

smooth Luca percale, introducing a rich textural  
geometry. Available in a choice of vintage-inspired  

colors and finished with a 1” flange.   



Granada

Schumacher’s intricate pomegranate print brings an Old World 
bohemian charm to our crisp cotton percale. With subtle tonal 

variations inspired by the handcrafted nature of block print 
textiles and an elegant corded edge, this style is ideal for artful 

layering with a mix of prints, colors, and textures. 

Colors: Dune, Hazy Blue 
Available in sheeting, duvet covers, pillow cases, shams, quilts, shower curtains, 

and tissue box covers.



Jasper

Featuring a signature Matouk print inspired by the luxurious 
pebbled texture of shagreen, Jasper is crafted from silk-smooth 

sateen sheeting. Endlessly versatile with a contemporary feel 
and available in an array of refreshing colors.  

Colors: Charcoal, Dune, Fawn, Green, Hazy Blue, Pink, Pool, Steel Blue
Available in sheeting, duvet covers, pillow cases, shams, and tissue box covers.



Levi

Based on a textile from the Schumacher archive, Levi’s graphic 
lines and irregular shapes bring a sophisticated charm to the 

collection in 500 thread count percale. Sheeting is finished with 
a crisp knife edge finish while quilts feature a contrast reverse; 

each colorway folds over to reveal an abstract pattern. 

Colors: Dune, Prussian Blue 
Available in sheeting, duvet covers, pillow cases, shams, quilts, shower curtains, 

and tissue box covers.



Louise Pique

The bold lines of Louise sheeting are extended to this 
lightweight coverlet and shams, crafted in our newest 

pique. A super soft triangular weave accented with  
sateen appliqué and matching corded edge. 

Colors: Dune, Grass, Hazy Blue, Scarlet, Violet, White
Available in duvet covers, coverlets, and shams.



Lowell Matelassé

Our sumptuous diamond matelassé, embellished with the 
iconic sateen tape border of our best-selling style, Lowell. 
Crafted in soft pliable cotton with a subtle sheen and easy 
drape, these coverlets offer a cool single layer for summer 
and add a crisp, elevated finish to the bed all year round.

Colors: Ambrosia, Black, Bone, Deep Lilac, Dove, Dune, Lemon, Steel Blue, Pool 
Available in coverlets and shams.



Malibu

A cool, West Coast-inspired coverlet with a carefree vibe, 
Malibu is woven with white yarns to soften its colors and 

washed for a rich, pebbled texture. Add a set of minimalist 
knife-edge shams to complete the laid-back look. 

Colors: Charcoal, Hazy Blue, Pebble, White 
Available in coverlets and shams.



Milano Quilt

Crafted in our much-loved 600 thread count Milano percale, a 
staple that appears throughout the collection, this quilt offers 

an elevated look and feel with minimal fuss. Featuring diamond 
quilting—with double-stitching to enhance its dimension—it 

arrives in a contemporary palette of versatile neutrals. 

Colors: Blush, Bone, Carbon, Dove, Dune, Elephant, Ivory, Pool, Sky, Steel Blue, White 
Available in quilt and shams.



Introducing: 

Matouk Pajamas

The perfect pajamas. Crafted from our dreamy fabrics in a range of 
beautiful prints and colors, we’ve combined the luxury of Matouk 
sheeting with the comfort of your favorite lived-in dress shirt. The 
top features natural corozo buttons, piped details, and a scooped 

hem. The drawstring trousers have elastic in the back for extra  
comfort and a flattering fit. Beautifully tailored, these pajamas are 

just as chic outside the house as they are in the bedroom.



Luca Pajamas

Crafted from Luca, our dreamy 500 thread count Egyptian 
cotton percale, in a range of beautiful Schumacher prints.

Colors: Celine Prussian Blue, Celine Redberry, Levi Dune, Levi Prussian Blue, 
Pomegranate Pink Coral, Pomegranate Sea



Milano Pajamas

Crafted from Milano, our signature cool, crisp  
600 thread count Egyptian cotton percale.

Colors: Black, Grass, Ivory, Pink, Sea



Nocturne Pajamas

Crafted from our luminous Nocturne 600 thread count 
Egyptian cotton sateen.

Colors: Black/Bone, Blue/Lemon, Lemon/Bone, Mocha/Sable, Pink/Scarlet, 
Steel Blue/Dove, Violet/Grass



Como 360

Made from pure linen with eye-catching stripes, this multifunctional 
beach wrap also works as a towel, blanket, table linen, or bed throw. 

Generously oversized yet super lightweight, it’s decidedly travel 
friendly; simply roll it up and go. 

Colors: Blue Jean Stripe, Flamingo Stripe, Mariner Stripe, Santa Fe Blue Stripe, 
S'mores Stripe, Surf Stripe, Yosemite Stripe



Helios

Perfect for days spent relaxing in the sun, the Helios pool towel 
is made from our plush Cairo cotton terry, known for its softness 
and absorbency. It comes in a range of beach-inspired colorways 

with a contrast appliqué terry edge. 

Colors: Light Blue/Sea, Pearl/Pool, Pool/White, White/Pearl, White/Pool, 
White/Sand, White/Sea



Neptune

Soft and richly absorbment, the Neptune towel is crafted in our 
iconic Cairo cotton terry and features a playful contrast scallop 

edge. Perfect for lounging by the pool or ocean, it’s all you need 
to get wonderfully warm and dry after a swim. 

Colors: Blush/Sand, Blush/White, Light Blue/Sea, Light Blue/White, Pearl/Pool, 
Pool/White, Sand/White



Seahorse

A new statement style in the beach collection, the Seahorse 
towel celebrates the bold, colorful spirit of our Schumacher 
collaboration. Screen-printed onto luxuriously soft cotton 

terry, it features a neutral sand reverse. 

Colors: Aquamarine, Bermuda Blue, Pink Coral



Catarina Tissue Box Covers

The Catarina tissue box cover features Schumacher’s 
small-scale, delicately faded quatrefoil motif on our 
smooth Luca percale. The perfect finishing touch for 

bedrooms and bathrooms.

Colors: Dune, Hazy Blue

Granada & Granada Linen
Tissue Box Covers

Schumacher’s intricate pomegranate floral, printed on either Luca percale or 
linen, finished with a taped scallop edge. Coordinate these tissue box covers 

with surrounding textiles to give any room an elegant, considered feel.

Granada Colors: Dune, Hazy Blue
Granada Linen Colors: Chestnut, Scarlet, Thistle

Granada on Luca percale Granada on linen



Jasper Tissue Box Covers

Featuring an original shagreen-inspired Matouk print, 
the Jasper tissue box cover is made from our silk-smooth 
sateen. Coordinate with bedding or bathroom accessories 

to give the room an elegant, considered feel.

Colors: Charcoal, Dune, Fawn, Green, Hazy Blue, Pink, Pool, Steel Blue 

Levi Tissue Box Covers

Crafted in crisp cotton percale with a contrasting taped 
edge. the Levi tissue box cover features a playful, graphic 

print from Schumacher’s fabric archive. The perfect  
finishing touch for bedrooms and bathrooms.

Colors: Dune, Prussian Blue 



New Colors &  
Updates for Spring



Basketweave

NEW COLORS

Basketweave features a timeless geometric that elevates 
any bed. Crafted from our luxurious Nocturne sateen, now 

available in nine luscious colors.

NEW COLORS: Ambrosia, Charcoal, Deep Lilac, Dune
Available in quilts and shams.

Bergamo

NEW COLORS

Bergamo is the dreamiest and lightest percale in our collection. Woven in Italy 
of a rare combination of Giza 87 and 92 Egyptian cotton yarns, Bergamo has a 
smooth and heavenly feel while maintaining the crispness of percale. Our Fall 

River factory completes this signature design with an elegant satin stitch.

NEW COLORS: Black, Blush, Celadon, Deep Coral
Available in sheeting, duvet covers, pillow cases, and shams.



Lowell

NEW COLORS

Matouk’s iconic, best selling style is the elegantly modern bedroom 
must-have. Our classic 600 thread count Milano Egyptian cotton 

percale sheeting is smartly adorned with a 1” Nocturne sateen tape 
border in an array of colors—from subtle neutrals to bold bright 

hues—to capture any look or mood.

NEW COLORS: Ambrosia, Celadon, Deep Lilac, Dove, Dune, Elephant
Available in sheeting, duvet covers, pillow cases, shams, and tissue box covers.

Mirasol

NEW COLOR

Inspired by a stroll down Worth Avenue in Palm Beach, the unique 
arch trim of shop awnings becomes a tasteful complement to our 

soft and luxurious 600 thread count Milano Egyptian cotton percale 
bedding, made in Italy.

NEW COLOR: Pink 
Available in sheeting, duvet covers, pillow cases, shams, and tissue box covers.



Milano Hemstitch

NEW COLORS

Milano has long been a staple in our sheeting collection for 
styles like Lowell and Mirasol. Here, this 600 thread count  

Egyptian cotton percale sheeting is available in its purest form 
with a subtle, sophisticated hemstitch detail.

NEW COLORS: Blush, Carbon, Dove, Dune, Elephant, Pool, Sky, Steel Blue
Available in sheeting, duvet covers, pillow cases, and shams.



Nocturne

NEW COLORS

Exuding unrivaled charisma, our luminous sateen made of 
600 thread count Egyptian cotton from Italy is a classic look 
in a collection of opulent colors, and is finished with a 1-inch 

self-toned tape detail.

NEW COLORS: Ambrosia, Celadon, Deep Lilac, Dove, Dune, Elephant
Available in sheeting, duvet covers, pillow cases, and shams.

Petra

NEW COLORS

A classic matelassé diamond design, Petra's simplicity belies a 
sumptuous elegance that establishes it as a signature in the Matouk 

collection. Demonstrating our artisanal savoir-faire, it is crafted in 
soft pliable cotton with a subtle sheen and fluid drape. Discover an 

endlessly versatile style that will pair with just about everything.

NEW COLORS: Deep Coral, Light Blue, Mocha, Pink, Prussian Blue
Available in coverlets, shams, bed skirts, and shower curtains.



Cairo Scallop

NEW COLORS

Find pure simplicity in these rich towels, detailed with a scallop 
piped edge. Now available in seven new colors for Spring.

NEW COLORS: Cherry, Lilac, Palm, Blush/White, Light Blue/White, Sand/White, Yellow



Amado

NEW COLORS

As the name suggests, our lightweight Amado towels and beach 
blanket will become beloved fixtures of family time spent seaside or 

poolside. To create a subtle texture, thick stripes alternate between a 
white terry loop and flat-woven colors that are perfect for  

sun-drenched days by the water.

NEW COLORS: Candy Stripe, Canary Stripe, Sailor Stripe, Palm Stripe

NEW COLORS

This decadently plush throw looks equally chic draped on a sofa, folded at 
the end of a bed, or wrapped around your shoulders on a chilly night. Bruno 
is woven in Peru from a blend of Suri alpaca and merino wool that is perfectly 
calibrated for optimal warmth, softness and weight. Alpaca is revered for its 
exceptional strength, breathability, and other qualities; most importantly, the 

animals have minimal impact on the environment and their fibers are collected 
in a way that causes them no harm.

Bruno

NEW COLORS: Azure, Carnelian, Parchment



NEW COLORS

From Matouk’s iconic and best-selling collection, this tissue 
box cover is an elegant addition to the home environment 

with its exquisite tailoring and a tasteful sateen trim.

Lowell Tissue Box Covers

NEW COLORS: Ambrosia, Celadon, Deep Lilac, Dove, Dune, Elephant

Mirasol Tissue Box Covers

NEW COLORS

In 100% linen with a sateen appliqué trim, the Mirasol tissue box cover 
pairs with the top-selling bedding collection of the same name. In a 

home where no detail goes unconsidered, this playful and sophisticated 
style makes a beautiful addition to a bedroom or bathroom.

NEW COLORS: Deep Lilac, Grass, Hazy Blue, Lemon, Mocha, Opal, Pink, Scarlet, Steel Blue



We wish you bright mornings, a lifetime of 
love, and a house full of memories. 
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